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Introduction

• We present an online diary instrument that retains the visual simplicity of 
the ‘light diary’ design, but uses online functionality to offer expanded 
lists of activities and multiple fields via drop-down menus and pop-up 
boxes

• Making use of this technology, we are able to adapt the light diary visual 
design to collect the same information as the HETUS diary, the most 
advanced pen and paper diary design.



HETUS: The ‘gold standard’ time-use pen and paper diary



• Notice the visual simplicity and ease of completion characteristic of 
the HETUS design, based on decades of pen and paper diary design 
development

• As a ‘diary’ should, it resembles a day’s activities…………



Principles of the ‘light’ diary: a brief history

Following design work in the 1990s the UK Office of National Statistics 
pioneered the ‘light’ diary design with the time use diaries attached to 
their ‘omnibus’ surveys of 2001 and 2005.  The fundamental principles 
were: 

• Pre-coded reduced list of activities (for speed of collection)

• Visual attractiveness and intuitive simplicity of design

• Independence of diary fields



Office of National Statistics Omnibus Survey 2001 (pen and paper)
Activity Activity codes and descriptions Early morning Morning

groups (Also see notes on right hand page) 4am 5am 6am 7am 8am 9am 10am 11am 12pm

30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

Personal
1

Sleeping
1

X X X X X X X X X

care
2

Resting (doing nothing, 'time out')
2

3
Washing, dressing/undressing, etc

3
X X X

Eating, drinking

4 Eating or drinking/ having a meal (at home) 4 X X

X X X XX X

5
Preparing food and drinks, cooking, washing up

5

Housework
6

Cleaning, tidying house 
6

and other
7

Washing, ironing or mending clothes etc
7

household
8

Maintenance of house, DIY, gardening 
8

tasks 9 Other household tasks 9

10
Travelling

10 X X X X

Travel
10a

How you travelled (enter letter - see right page)
10a

WT T T

Work for paid 

job

11 Work for job (include paid and unpaid overtime and work brought 

home)

11

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Education
12

Formal education
12

and courses
13

Recreational courses and study
13

Voluntary work 14 Voluntary work for or on behalf of an organisation, charity or sports 

club

14



Activity Activity codes and descriptions Early morning

groups (Also see notes on right hand page) 4am 5am 6am 7am

30 30 30 30

Personal 1 Sleeping, resting 1 X X X X X X X X X

care 2 Washing, dressing/undressing, etc 2 X X X

Eating, 

drinking

3 Eating or drinking/ having a meal (at home or away from home) 3 X X

4 Preparing food and drinks; cooking; washing up 4

Housework 5 Cleaning, tidying house 5

and other 6 Washing, ironing or mending clothes etc 6

household 7 Maintenance of house, DIY, gardening 7

tasks 8 Pet care 8

9 Travelling 9 X X X X
Travel 9a How you travelled (enter letter - see right page) 9a W T T T

9b Purpose of journey (enter letter - see right page) 9b 0 0 0 0

10 Work for job outside home (ordinary working arrangements) 10 X X X X X X

Paid work 11 Work for job at home (ordinary working arrangements) 11

12 Additional work for job (overtime, work brought home etc.) 12

Education 13 Formal education 13

and courses 14 Recreational courses and study 14

Voluntary work 15 Voluntary work for or on behalf of an organisation or charity 15

16 Caring for/ looking after and playing with own children 16

Caring for 17 Caring for/looking after other children 17

children 18 Helping or caring for adults who live with you 18

and adults 19 Helping or caring for other adults who don't live with you (not as 

voluntary or paid work)

19

Shopping and 20 Shopping, banking, post-office 20

appointments 21 Appointments with the doctor, dentist, hairdresser, DSS 21

 plumber, etc

22 Watching TV and videos/DVDs, listening to radio or music 22

23 Reading 23

24 Playing sports, exercising 24

Leisure 25 Visiting/going out with friends, family, neighbours 25

26 Spending time with friends, family, neighbours at your home 26

27 Contact with friends and family by telephone, email, or letter 27

28 Visits to cinema, theatre, concerts, sporting events, 28

museums, galleries, historical monuments, library etc.

29 Attending church, temple, mosque, synagogue, or other 

religious meetings, praying alone, attending political or other 

meetings

29

30 Hobbies and other leisure activities 30

31 Accessing the internet/emailing ( see note below 32) 31

Computer 32 Using a computer (not internet) 32

and internet      31 & 32: Internet and computer use to be coded as secondary

use      activity only.

     Code what they were using computer for as main activity (see

     right hand page).

Other 33 Other activities not listed (please write in below) 33

30 30 30 30

4am 5am 6am 7am

Early morning

Full list of activities



Office of National Statistics 
Omnibus Survey 2005

Note:

• Introduction of continuous line

• Possibility of independent secondary activities
       (indicated by a   rather than a x)



Understanding Society Wave 7 (2014)



Extending the light diary online

• First example the Millenium Cohort Study, Wave 6 (age 14)

Collected 3 modes: paper, ‘web-based’ and app versions



Millenium Cohort Study (MSC) Light diary Wave 6 (age 14): Paper version



MSC Wave 6: 
Online version



• the app-based diary, in contrast, was constructed in survey-style, with 
multiple repeated questions asking about the duration of each 
primary activity through the day, then iterating through the other 
diary fields for each duration of those primary activities……………………



MCS App
 









Next activity…………..etc. etc.



MCS Instrument comparison

‘Using new technologies for time diary data collection: instrument design and data 
quality findings from a mixed-mode pilot survey’, Social Indicators Research, 2018,  
vol. 137, pp. 379-390. Chatzitheochari, S, Fisher, K, Gilbert, E, Calderwood, L, 
Huskinson, T, Cleary, A and Gershuny, J. 

• 3 methods were compared: the pen & paper version; the web-based diary and 
the app-based diary

• after controlling for observable characteristics associated with diary mode 
selection and adolescent time-use, the web and app diaries were shown to yield 
higher quality data than paper diaries. 



• However, compared to both paper and app diaries, the web-based 
design yielded a higher average of episode changes per day, and 
higher numbers of reported activities per day (measures of diary 
detail and hence quality).  The authors conclude:

“our analyses show that app diarists were more likely to use the ‘any 
other activity’ code than paper or web diarists. We argue that this is 
associated with the markedly different diary format of the MCS app 
instrument, which is more cognitively demanding than the paper and 
the web instrument, both of which provide a visual representation of 
the surveyed day and the range of broad time-use domains available 
to the diarist.” (Chatzitheochari et al., 2018)



Extended Light Diary Digital Instrument (ELiDDI)

• Digital technology enables simple extension of the light diary format 
to incorporate many of the features of the full pen and paper diary

• For example, extended drop-down menus of activities

• Pop-up supplementary questions



Completed diary day: wide screen



Filling in the primary activity: wide screen



Filling in the primary activity: vertical screen



Dropdown selection



Completed diary: vertical screen



ELiDDI – horizontal and vertical versions

• https://d2n88fe5uqdqty.cloudfront.net/rnd/projects/caddi/2022/assets/Desktop_short_v7_x264.mp4

• https://d2n88fe5uqdqty.cloudfront.net/rnd/projects/caddi/2022/assets/Mobile_cut_v2_x264.mp4

https://d2n88fe5uqdqty.cloudfront.net/rnd/projects/caddi/2022/assets/Desktop_short_v7_x264.mp4
https://d2n88fe5uqdqty.cloudfront.net/rnd/projects/caddi/2022/assets/Mobile_cut_v2_x264.mp4


Click and drag: accessibility?

• This technology is not accessible to everyone, and is listed as level AA 
(webpages should conform) in the latest Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines (WCAG), which the UK government is committed to.

• Access can be provided, though, with use of zoom tools for the 
timeline, and clicking at the start and end of an activity, rather than 
dragging (ie click-click rather than click and drag)

• In addition, and at least as important, those not able to access the 
online tool at all need alternative options (e.g. CATI)



HETUS-style survey (for comparison with the UK ONS 
OTUS) – run in April 2023

• National population-representative sample of individuals

• Individual questionnaire completion + 2 randomly allocated diary 
days

• Full HETUS activity classification and diary fields

• Phone completion by interviewer offered to ‘hard to reach’ 
population

• N= 3874 diary days collected

• Data available from CTUR 



Concluding………

The ELiDDI design mimics the visual intuitiveness and simplicity of the light diary 
design.

While the light diary was only able to collect a limited range of activities in order to keep 
to a single page/booklet, the online functionality of the ELiDDI design enables the 
expansion via dropdown menus to the full complexity of the HETUS diary, while 
maintaining the simple and intuitive light diary visuals

This makes it analogous both visually and in terms of functionality to 
the gold-standard HETUS pen and paper design, and maintains the 
built-in independence of diary fields.



CONSIDERATIONS FOR ANALYSIS: The 
independence of diary fields
• Standard techniques of the analysis of longitudinal data (a close analogy to 

time use diary sequence data) depends on field independence for the 
definition of episodes

• For example, intervals between births do not coincide with intervals 
between employment spells

• Neither do periods of co-presence coincide with activities; watching TV 
could be done in succession alone, with a partner or with a partner and 
children

• As with any longitudinally organised data, a change in any field should 
define a change in episode

• Multichannel methods of diary analysis require this flexibility in design



THANK YOU
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